
What to do in Beauce -Winter



Both in summer or winter, Beauce can brag to have

natural treasures to discover and irresistible attractions

worth the detour. Whether you want to treat yourself to

an entertaining family outing, treat yourself to an

unusual moment with friends, share a quiet romantic

activity, we have everything you need in Beauce! Take

advantage of your getaway to get to know or

reacquaint yourself with great local businesses that are

just waiting to impress you with their typically

Beauceron authenticity.

L A  B E A U C E



OUTDOORS



DOMAINE TASCHEREAU - PARC
NATURE

In Beauce, we are truly unique! By visiting Sainte-Marie in winter,

you will be amazed to find an open-air stopover in the middle of

the city where you will be able to practice a variety of sports...

This eco-refuge is one of the 12 must-sees to discover on the

Route de la Beauce. Go there to explore its very well-maintained

hiking, snowshoeing and cross-country ski trails, which are free to

access. Observe several species of birds, enjoy the tranquility of

the place and breathe the fresh air of the white season. 

The Central Park of Sainte-Marie!

Sainte-Marie



PARC DES RAPIDES DU DIABLE

Meet at Parc des Rapides du Diable, one of the 12 places that

hosts our Miracles on the Route de la Beauce. There, it is not

the devil that you will encounter, but a little free corner of

paradise for a hike in the heart of nature.

Put on your cross-country skis or snowshoes and take the trails

of the bike path along the Chaudière River between Beauceville

and Notre-Dame-des-Pins. Admire the views offered by the

Beauceron landscape. Walk in the forest and learn more about

the history of this park by doing a bit of reading on the

thematic panels.

A proximity to the river!

Beauceville



PARC DES SEPT-CHUTES

Seven waterfalls. Two hundred years old enormous pines. Sloping

paths to take on snowshoes or on foot to give you beautiful red

cheeks. 25 meters-high footbridge. It is not surprising that the

Parc des Sept-Chutes is one of the 12 places of the Beauceron

Miracles! This is what Saint-Georges is called the classic of

classics to visit.

Your whole family will love this place of fun and rejuvenation. Take

up the challenge of doing all the stops along the falls or take it

slower. But don't miss it!

Walking trails close to the city!

Saint-Georges



BLEUETIÈRE GOULET

As a magical site to enjoy the joys of winter, who would have

thought of a blueberry field? In Saint-Frédéric, the Bleuetière

Goulet has brought out the splendor of its maple grove by

creating super cute skating trails.

As a family, turn and turn again on the six kilometers of icy

trails! You can put on your skates and warm up in the hut

nearby, take a break in the rest areas and sit around the fires.

Leave with a happier heart after a good hot chocolate or a

little gin from its restaurant-boutique corner.

Skating trails in the heart of nature!

Saint-Frédéric



AGROTOURISM



LA PRALINIÈRE

Who said ice cream should only be eaten in summer? In Beauce,

La Pralinière quickly understood that it needed a dairy bar

open all year round! Not only can you go for your favorite soft

serve or a decadent sundae, but you will also be drooling over

so many lovely cakes, chocolates and gummies! In winter, try

their famous hot chocolate topped with ice cream!

Dairy bar and chocolate factory!

Saint-Georges et Notre-Dame-des-Pins



LE VERGER À TI-PAUL

For lunch, an aperitif, dinner or even to stop and enjoy a good

little snack in the afternoon, the Verger à Ti-Paul has the menu

for any occasion! With its homemade smokehouse, chicken wings

and fabulous Alabama sauce, the restaurant is a gourmet

destination in Beauce. Take advantage of this stop to taste one

of their house alcohols or smell a pie straight out of the oven.

Enjoy your food!

Pie and cider house!

Saint-Elzéar



FROMAGERIE PÉPITE D'OR

By biting into the cheeses of La Pépite d'Or, you will find that

Beauce products are a real gold mine! Through the shop, you will

discover a wide variety of local gourmet items.

11 flavors of cheese will be spread out, all equally delicious. Take

them to take out on a tray: ideal for snacking during your

gatherings. You can also find them mixed with fries and La

Poutine d’Or poutine sauce from the same owners. In summer, let

yourself be tempted by a soft cream at the dairy bar. Will the

raspberry one be your favorite too?

From the producer to the table!

Saint-Georges et Sainte-Marie



L'ARTISAN DU CAFÉ

Your sense of smell will know how to guide you to L'Artisan du

café, the only roastery in the Beauce. The beautiful wooden plank

house with a very rustic welcoming feel gives off such a pleasant

smell that you will not be able to resist.

Buy your morning coffee ready to go, your grains to grind at

home, your favorite varieties of tea or even a little something

from the boutique section. But be sure to try the maple latte, a

classic in our region. Will you choose the hot version or the iced

version?

Exceptional coffee!

Saint-Georges



ALLONS À LA CABANE

As a group of friends or with the extended family, the Allons à la

Cabane agritourism experience is sweetly enjoyable! You will be

greeted for nearly two hours by real pros who will introduce you

to current and past processes as well as the intricacies of

maple syrup making.

Depending on the level of knowledge of your group, three

sections are available to you!

In the land of maple!

Saint-Théophile



MUSEUMS



MUSÉE MARIUS-BARBEAU

They say that it is at the Marius-Barbeau Museum that the

Beaucerons tell their stories… Do you want to hear them? The

cultural place held in a magnificent heritage building is one of the

12 must-sees Miracles to discover on the Route de la Beauce.

Stimulate your curiosity in front of contemporary art exhibitions

and temporary exhibitions. Or take part in the creative workshops

offered to the population. One thing is certain: you will leave with

a better idea of the history behind the Beauceron people.

Discover it with your family and in a group by reservation.

Where beauceron culture is told!

Saint-Joseph-de-Beauce



MAISON J.-A. VACHON

At Maison J.-A. Vachon, it's really a piece of cake to discover

an important part of our Beauce culture! Indeed, the house that

serves as a museum has seen the birth of the famous Vachon

cakes, these sweet delicacies so appreciated by Quebecers.

During your visit, you will learn how Rose-Anna Vachon and her

family, of modest origins, were able to show creativity to launch

this company which stil l turns today. On the Route de la Beauce,

among the 12 essential Miracles, the house is really worth the

detour. Come with your family: you will enjoy yourself!

The taste of Beauce!

Sainte-Marie



MUSÉE FERROVIAIRE DE BEAUCE

To get out of your daily routine, what could be better than

visiting one of the 12 Beauceron Miracles must-sees that litter

the Route de la Beauce? Next stop: Vallée-Jonction heading

towards our Railway Museum!

It is in fact the century-old heritage station that will welcome

you to teach you the history of the Québec Central railway,

which played an important role in the development of the

municipality. Young and old alike will be amazed by the

locomotives, wagons and railway artefacts on display. Let

yourself be guided to discover a part of our Beauceron past!

A journey through time!

Vallée-Jonction



MUSÉE DE L'AVIATION

Take the Route de la Beauce with the family and stop off at the

Aviation Museum, a must-see in the Beauceron Miracles.

Accompanied by a guide, you will discover the history of the

pioneers of civil aviation, 7 of whom are from Sainte-Marie. Did

you know? The Major Dupuis Museum, meanwhile, will tell you

about the Second World War as experienced by the

Mariverains.

On site, vintage airplane models, rare objects and eccentric

anecdotes will make you say “wow! ". 

Take off to inspiring stories!

Sainte-Marie



LE FORGERON D'OR

As a jewelry store like no other, Le Forgeron D’or wins the

prize! At all times, visit the place freely and for free. The

Grenier-Goujon family will charm you with their warm welcome

and contagious passion.

Take a look at the jewelry created by the hands of these

friendly people and watch them in action. The melting of gold.

The handling of diamonds. We tell you, it's impressive! Learn

more about their art with the museum area where precious

stones and the gold rush are in the spotlight. A little cocoon

has even been thought of to occupy your minis while you visit.

Generosity and passion!

Sainte-Marie



SURPRISING ACTIVITIES



ÉGLISE SAINT-PAUL DE CUMBERLAND
AND THEIR CHRISTMAS
WONDERLAND SHOW

As the Christmas celebrations approach, take a detour to St-

Paul's Church in Cumberland, which is transformed into a

veritable musical theatre.

Outside, follow the wooden soldiers who will set the tone for

the unique and magical experience you will l ive. Through the

paths of the Harbottle Garden, different characters will

introduce themselves to you to reveal parts of the history that

forged the community of the time on these lands. These will

guide you to the church, where the concert will be held between

actors, choristers and musicians. Reserve early for this

harmonious outing to do as a couple or as a family to get you

in the holiday spirit.

Cradle of Anglo-Saxon culture!

Saint-Simon-les-Mines



MILLER ZOO

Give your little monkeys the chance to make their dream come

true: visit Miller Zoo, THE zoo they saw on TV! Yes, it is in

Beauce that we welcome this essential place really not like the

others.

Once you arrive in Frampton, you will be amazed by the

immensity of the site and above all, by the proximity you will

have with the animals. You will understand the company's

vision of education, respect and rehabilitation by listening to

the guides tell you about their passion. Travel through the

Exotic Zone. Go to the wild reserve. Go through the terrace.

And don't forget the souvenir shop!

The Must See in Beauce!

Frampton



WOODOOLIPARC

Get immidiate sparkling stars in your eyes. It's a departure to

the magical world of Woodooliparc’s winter version!

The theme park promises to make you experience the euphoria

of the holiday season with Frima – The magic of Christmas, the

village of the REAL Santa Claus where marshmallows and candy

canes grow. Listen to the tales told by the bearded man himself,

visit the workshop and bite into a good cookie baked by Mrs.

Claus. The enchanted forest really has something to thril l you!

Beware of teasing elves… with them, anything goes!

Come and visit the real Santa Claus village!

Scott



CENTRE DIXTRACTION

To entertain you, the DiXtrAction Center knows how to do it!

Located in Saint-Georges, we would say that it is in fact the

number 1 indoor stop to entertain the little ones, but the adults  

who are a little mischievous too.

Go out as a gang and enjoy everything under one roof. Bowling

alley, professional arcades, laser tag, amusement park on four

floors. Do you want some fun, here it is! Hours of big fun

guaranteed, with bar service, candies and other snacks as a

bonus. You will want to come back!

Fun guaranteed!

Saint-Georges



AVENTURIA

On the ground or in the air, you will have a blast at the

Aventuria Village in winter! In the heart of the Beauce,

experience this unique place in a gang where you will no longer

know where to pitch through its aerial paths, courses in the

trees and zip lines. Also try the snowshoe trails that will take

you to a campfire and hot chocolate at the top.

Challenge yourself to tame the heights and exceed your limits.

The outdoor site promises you laughter and a good time to

share.

A height challenge!

Saint-Jules



Destinationbeauce.com


